Kill em With Kindness

Kill em With Kindness focuses on two
vivid characters, Darwin Kindness, the
mentor-supervisor,
and
his
protege-employee; Louis Cantrell, the head
bell captain at Volcano House, an isolated
lodge over-looking Kilauea an active
volcano on the Big Island of Hawaii.
A
rainbow of characters unfolds to create an
imaginative story of mystery mixed with
adventure romance and fantasy.
The
lodge runs smoothly under the cheery
demeanor of its curator Darwin Kindness.
The situation changes somewhat when
Darwin informs Louis that the lodge is
about to exclusively house a special group
of guests
who claim to hail from
Manitoba, Canada. The guests turn out to
be a mysterious ??macabre group.
Once checked-in, Darwin shocks Louis by
telling him about the nature of his new
guests. According to Darwin the lot claim
to be immortal, plus they take credit for
every affliction known to man! He reveals
even more esoteric information. Darwin
wants and expects Louis to understand that
he too belongs to the evil contingent.
Darwin unfolds what seems like an
inconceivable plan, that once achieved,
will have solved all of mankinds future
problems. Darwin Kindness wants Louis to
play a major role in the scheme.
Louis
listens curiously and skeptically to Darwins
plan. Only his loyalty and respect for
Darwin forces him to listen. Darwin reacts
to Louiss skepticism in a consolatory
manner, but he still remains undaunted in
his efforts to recruit his protege. Darwins
didactic insisting that Louis recruitment is
essential to fulfill the plan. In a??ddition,
Darwin enlists the help of the famed queen
of manifestation, none other than the fabled
fire-goddess Pele.
The story is narrated
in the first person by the storys protagonist
Louis Cantrell. The super ego is evident in
this piece and its somewhat philosophical
while unfolding the story. The emotional
side of the KILL EM WITH KINDNESS
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deepens, magnifying various attributes of
character including; trust, loyalty, love,
devotion and views of life an death. These,
mixed with Hawaiian folklore, an active
volcano, a fire goddess, good and evil
tugging with each other, a beautiful
Hawaiian maiden, a cast of sinister
characters and the novels two main
characters Darwin and Louis. KILL EM
WITH KINDNESS evolves into a mystical
adventure with wide spread audience
appeal from the young to the old, from
men??> to women, and for those who are
and who possess a fertile mind.
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